
Douglas Spencer, Speaker 
Engage your audience. Share a moment. Make an impact. 

Do you need a brand strategy expert and speaker? Drawing from more than 
20 years of experience helping businesses grow and thrive, Spencer 
Brenneman, LLC founder Douglas Spencer gives audiences a fresh 
perspective on marketing and the power of branding. 
  
BRAND STRATEGY KEYNOTE AND MORE 

Whether you’re looking for a keynote speaker, 
someone to moderate or sit on a panel 
discussion, or even serve as master of 
ceremonies, Douglas has a proven track record 
of engaging audiences with a style all his own. 

By actively listening to and measuring audience 
responses, Douglas has a special talent for 
finding the right balance of tailored content and 
engaging humor to keep the focus on your 
message, and not their Instagram feeds. If your 
business or organization needs an experienced 
branding or marketing speaker, Douglas  
Spencer is happy to take the mic. 
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REVIEWS 

“Douglas came highly recommended to Internal Comms Pro.  His quick wit 
coupled with his expertise kept our audience engaged throughout.  We will 
definitely partner with Douglas again as he personalized his presentation 
according to our audience's needs and delivered practical and tactical 
takeaways that attendees could implement the very next day.”  

—Sara Jackson, Executive Director, Internal Comms Pro 

“Douglas is always a wonderful speaker to work with. He's able to energize 
the audience with his fun yet informative presentations packed with 
actionable takeaways. Douglas's sessions are always among our highest rated 
and that's why we're happy to have him back to present year after year.”  

—Bradley Yeater, Producer, AMPlify 

“Douglas has a gift for public speaking. Pure and simple, a gift. What Douglas 
is able to accomplish goes beyond having good public speaking skills. He 
somehow connects with everyone in the room and makes them feel as if he is 
speaking only to them. I would sign up for any conference where he’s 
speaking.” 

— Hakan Sjoo, Chief Operating Officer, EF Education First Ltd. 

"I have seen Douglas Spencer speak informally in front of 10 people and 
formally in front of 2,000. In every setting, from boardrooms to ballrooms, he 
is commanding yet relaxed, spontaneous yet on point, and humorous yet 
targeted in his messaging and delivery. He’s a tremendous asset to any 
gathering where fresh, concise communication matters." 

— Liz Page, Event Planner & Principal, Liz Page Associates 

"Douglas led my team in a discussion that was perfect in substance and tone. 
The group really enjoyed it and has subsequently talked a lot about staff 
engagement and development anchored into brand behaviors. Nice to see an 
impact so quickly.” 

— Bill Haney, CEO, BI-SAM
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